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Model Development 

District staff have embarked on a process to develop a modeling tool, which is owned and 
maintained by the organization, and is to be used for the analysis of employment space over 
time and across an evolving context. Staff were unable to identify comparable projects from 
other municipalities and therefore engaged in an exploratory process. An initial collaboration 
with the Simon Fraser University Big Data team ultimately failed to generate a process 
through which staff were confident in an appropriate outcome. In June of 2019, a Request for 
Proposal was provided to a number of candidate consultant firms and in July 2019, George 
Parker of Rollo + Associates (GPRA) was selected to create the model.  

As a precursor input to development of the model, a comprehensive inventory was required 
for all employment space within the District of Squamish along with a comprehensive 
inventory of current and potential future industrial land. Development of this these inputs 
were substantial and undertaken by the District’s Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 
staff with support from Planning and Economic Development. This component of the project 
was largely a desktop exercise augmented through selective outreach and site visits.  

The resulting inventory provides a solid foundation for the model to identify broad 
characteristics of employment space and overarching trends moving into the future; however, 
the inventory, through data refinement and management presents a future opportunity to 
improve the model’s specificity and accuracy, potentially through the business licensing and 
development permitting process. 

 

Employment Space Categories 

For the purposes of this analysis and report the following employment space categories have 
been used. Some flexibility in interpretation has been used given the broad scope of these 
categories. 

Retail Commercial land use, generally at the ground floor level, that typically 
involves the selling of goods or services to the ultimate consumer.  

Office Commercial land use, generally above the ground floor that typically is 
used for conducting the affairs of a business, profession, service 
industry, or Government. 

Light Industrial Land use for processing, fabricating, assembling, leasing, warehousing, 
transporting, distributing, wholesaling, testing, servicing, or repairing of 
goods or materials, where the primary activity of such a use is carried 
out within or exterior to a building. Generally aligned with industrial 
activities located in District of Squamish Zones I-1, I-4, I-8, I-10 and I-11. 

Medium Industrial Land use for intensive, moderate-scale primary processing, 
manufacturing, wholesaling, warehousing and distribution uses, 
including storage and work-related activities that may occur outside of 
enclosed buildings that may cause noise or dust nuisances. Medium 
industrial uses typically require some buffering from residential and 
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commercial uses. Generally aligned with industrial activities located in 
District of Squamish Zones I-3, I-5, I-6 and I-7. 

Heavy Industrial Land uses with unmitigated nuisance or hazardous characteristics that 
extend beyond the boundaries of the site, which for reasons of health, 
safety, environmental effects, or general welfare, are best segregated 
from other uses. Large-scale primary processing or fabricating 
operations and large-scale bulk storage of hazardous materials are 
typical examples heavy industrial uses. Heavy industrial uses typically 
require very large, uniquely situated sites. For the purposes of the 
employment space model this category was only applied to the 
Woodfibre site and Squamish Terminals (recognizing the zoning 
purposes these properties is I-3, but that the uses have additional 
unique characteristics). 

Institutional Land uses which include schools, health care, municipal facilities, police 
and fire stations, places of religious worship and the museums. 

 Inventory Characteristics 

Employment Space supply in 2020 totals 400.3K m2 and is largely comprised of retail (133.5K 
m2, 33%), industrial (167.8K m2, 42%) and institutionally (76.6K m2, 19%) oriented space. 
Office space makes up a relatively small proportion of total employment space (21.3K m2, 
5%); however, other uses include accessory office space.  
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Figure 1. 2020 Employment Space Supply by Current Use (m2) 

 
Source: District of Squamish Employment Inventory 

 

Figure 2. Share of Employment Space by Current Use (m2) 

 
Source: District of Squamish Employment Inventory 

 

The employment space supply for 2020, or rather the inventory of employment space, is used 
as a basis in predicting future employment space demand. For instance, total retail space in 
2020, combined with future per capita spending, and population projections, are predictors of 
future space required. Largely driven by Squamish Terminals m2 footprint, the employment 
model captures the highest space footprint at 149.3K m2. By removing Squamish Terminals 
from the existing supply, total space allocated to the employment model would yield 99.4K 
m2, making space allocated to the employment model lower than that of total space allocated 
to the spending (146.9K m2) or population models (101.4K m2).  

The table below summarizes the total supply of space in 2020 by industry category relative to 
the model used to predict future space required.  
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Table 1. m2 of Employment Space in 2020 (by model) 
2020 Supply by Demand Model  2020 Supply 
Spending  146,889 

Population  101,424 

Employment 149,279 

Vacant Space 2,720 

Total 400,312 

Source: District of Squamish Employment Inventory 

 

Vacant space totals 2.7K m2, and accounts for 0.7% of total employment space. This vacancy 
rate is considered very low with a target vacancy rate of 4% being a typical industry target. In 
future years, demand modeling accounts for vacancy by incorporating a target vacancy rate of 
4%. This target vacancy rate can be changed to adjust total demand projections.   

As part of inventory analysis, space displacement (employment space currently used for non-
ideal applications) was calculated. Space displacement is largely attributed to retail and office 
space occupying space ideal for light industrial applications. The graph below shows 16.3K m2 
of light industrial space presently occupied by businesses that are more suited to other space 
types while the graph also illustrates that 12.6K m2 of businesses most suited to retail 
oriented space and office space (2.7K m2) presently occupy light industrial space.  

 
Figure 3. Total Space Displacement by Type (m2) 

 
Source: District of Squamish Employment Inventory 

Beyond 2020, demand modeling corrects 2020 displacement by smoothing the correction 
over the lifetime of the demand forecast to 2041. This approach has been taken given the 
difficulty in predicting when employment space in a particular category will be occupied by a 
business suitable for that use. Further analysis of displacement against planned development 
may provide insight to be able better predict displacement corrections.  

While the inventory provided total employment space across the district, the inventory of 
employment by business is inaccurate. Employee counts from the inventory are largely 
inaccurate in 2020. In 2020, as part of the business licence renewal process, businesses were 
asked to disclose voluntarily their employee counts. While 19% of businesses did update this 
information, the remaining employee estimates were produced using total m2 of employment 
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space for a business divided by estimated employee densities from the U.S. Green Building 
Council.  

Emsi Analyst, a data and analysis subscription service based on Statscan data, estimates were 
used to estimate 2020 employment for forecasting future space demand for the employment 
model and predict future levels of local employment overtime. The table below summarizes 
estimated local employment and self-employment in 2020 by sector for Squamish and British 
Columbia and provides a location quotient for each sector, which represents the 
concentration of a particular sector in Squamish as compared to B.C. overall.  

 
Table 2. 2020 Employment by Sector Category for Squamish and British Columbia and 
Location Quotient  

Sector Squamish British Columbia Location Quotient 
Accommodation services 379 45,352 2.27 
Agrifood 155 65,344 0.64 
Arts, entertainment, and recreation 373 75,243 1.35 
Construction 1,159 245,512 1.28 
Finance, insurance, real estate, and leasing 345 180,114 0.52 
Food services 1,347 220,015 1.66 
Health care 1,004 269,740 1.01 
High technology 249 119,324 0.57 
Local government 249 66,487 1.02 
Miscellaneous services 1,190 307,645 1.05 
Other goods industries 80 38,624 0.56 
Other manufacturing 220 74,015 0.81 
Post-secondary education 300 103,261 0.79 
Primary & secondary education 328 88,802 1.00 
Professional services 643 173,279 1.01 
Retail Trade 1,311 315,662 1.13 
Senior government 231 120,146 0.52 
Transportation & Warehousing 388 138,371 0.76 
Wholesale Trade 233 112,018 0.56 
Wood industries 232 63,715 0.99 
Unclassified 210 63,501 0.90 
Total 10,627 2,886,168 

 

Source: Emsi Analyst 2019.3 Note: Emsi uses various datasets from Statscan and employs propriety-forecasting 
methodology to produce employment projections 

While not an input for forecasting space demand, Emsi Analyst wage data was incorporated 
into modeling for the purpose of forecasting future wages by sector of employment. The 
following table provides average and total estimated wages by sector.   
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Table 3. 2020 Employment by Sector Category for Squamish and British Columbia and 
Location Quotient  

Sector Squamish Average Wages ($) Squamish Total Wages (S) 

Accommodation services $33,283 $11,781,513 
Agrifood $30,798 $4,634,884 
Arts, entertainment, and recreation $36,614 $12,844,111 
Construction $58,909 $65,538,902 
Finance, insurance, real estate, and leasing $60,692 $20,701,585 
Food services $22,832 $28,660,921 
Health care $47,288 $44,769,577 
High technology $72,592 $17,172,386 
Local government $56,684 $13,781,082 
Miscellaneous services $38,403 $43,754,593 
Other goods industries $77,830 $6,175,893 
Other manufacturing $51,013 $10,661,361 
Post-secondary education $30,160 $8,619,700 
Primary & secondary education $55,781 $18,035,941 
Professional services $55,352 $34,382,125 
Retail Trade $33,929 $43,251,319 
Senior government $62,048 $14,292,292 
Transportation & Warehousing $47,288 $17,725,179 
Wholesale Trade $58,715 $12,910,506 
Wood industries $62,111 $13,967,146 
Unclassified $51,711 $10,372,820 
Total $44,501 $454,033,835 

Source: Emsi Analyst 2019.3 Note: Wage data is only available for employed workforce (self-employed workforce 
is omitted) however, average wages have been used for both employed and self-employed workforce for 
forecast modeling. 
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Model Structure 

The structure of the Employment Space Model allows for the ongoing introduction of 
employment space/land inventory (supply) and evaluation of employment space and 
industrial land demand over time.  

The development of demand modeling provides the District with the ability to evaluate 
proposed employment space, employment growth and potential risks and changes in 
conditions (e.g. potential impacts resulting from COVID-19, new infrastructure that would 
enhance the ability to grow particular sectors).   

Scenarios produced can consider changes in population, spending, inflation, employment and 
wages projections; capture rates (percentage of local spending), inflow factors (percentage of 
spending by visitors) and floor space performance (spending per m2 of floor space), as well as 
provide the ability to adjust for space displacement and industrial land supply over time. 
Important to note, however, is that scenarios are dependent on the inventory supply, 
therefore, the more accurate the inventory supply data, the more accurate the forecast 
produced. The table below provide a summary of inputs available for each model.  

 
Table 4. Scenario Inputs by Model   

Scenario Inputs Spending Population Employment 
Population X X X 
Household Income  X   
Inflation Rate X   
Household Spending X   
Capture Rate X   
Inflow Factor X   
Floor Space Performance ($ per m2) X   
Displacement X X X 
Employment X X X 
Average Wages X X X 
Employment Density   X 
Industrial Land Supply X X X 

Source: District of Squamish Employment Space Forecast Model 
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Model Assumptions 

For the development of the following demand scenarios, assumptions were made to predict 
potential space, employment, and wage outcomes. The following table provides assumptions 
made by input. 

 
Table 5. Modeling Assumptions by Input  

Scenario Inputs  

Population Projections* 
Population estimates (2016-2019) from Statscan were used to predict 
future population projections by year. A linear regression approach 
was employed for 2020-2041. 

Household Income (constant dollars) 

Household income uses average population per household multiplied 
by median household income, which is then, converted to average 
household income. Three income estimates are available as inputs to 
the model – low, medium and high. For the purpose of this initial 
analysis, the low estimate was used, employing a conservative 
approach.  

Inflation Factor 

The inflation factor input adjusts inflation for household income per 
capita resulting in constant dollars. The factors used for 2016 – 2028 
were based on Environics Analytics. From 2029 onwards, a constant 
2% was applied based per GPRA expectations.  

Household Spending Household spending used for the spending model is based on the 
latest spending data from Environics Analytics (2018).  

Capture Rate 

Capture rates used for the spending model were adjusted as per 
GPRAs recommendations in order to produce reasonable floor space 
expectations and considered the capture rates of other “like” 
municipalities. Capture rates for spending model categories range 
from 40-90%. 

Inflow Factor 

Inflow factors capture spending by visitors to the District. modeling, a 
10% inflow rate was used. In future, visitor-spending data by category 
from Tourism Squamish may be incorporated to determine inflow 
rates.  

Floor Space Performance ($ per m2) 

Influencing the spending model, floor space performance is adjusted 
as per GPRAs recommendations in order to produce reasonable floor 
space demands and considering other capture rates of other “like” 
municipalities.  

Displacement 

Displacement for all three models assume displacement correction 
occurs evenly between 2020 and 2041. While displacement is 
corrected for all categories between this time-period, it is recognized 
that displacement is unlikely to be 100% corrected overtime. For 
example, it’s unlikely that all indoor recreation facilities, auto dealers 
and auto related retail, trade contractors and building supplies 
retailers will move to space better oriented to their operations.  

Employment 

For forecasting, Emsi Analyst employment data was used. 
Employment data incorporates projections for both employees and 
those self-employed in Squamish. Employee projections do not 
account for whether this workforce works in a bricks & mortar 
employment space or from home or with no fixed address. For 
forecasting, the model forecasts all employment overtime and not for 
employees only occupying bricks & mortar employment space.  
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Average Wages 

Average wages that are used to produce total wages by sector are 
based on Emsi Analyst average wage data for 2020. Future average 
wage forecasting assumes a constant 2.5% annual wage increase for 
all sectors. 

Employment Density 
Employment density assumes densities from the inventory. Due to a 
lack of data reliability, floor space performance and wages per m2 
results are not included in the resulting output.  

Industrial Land Supply 

Industrial land supply assumes expected long-term land use based on 
existing zoning combined with OCP land use designation. Land 
unsuitable for industrial use due to topography and environmental 
constraints has been excluded. 

 

*Population projections were reviewed against medium growth management projections 
included in Squamish2040 and an Environics Analytics forecast and were determined to track 
closely. The high growth scenario in the growth management plan is considered too high 
while low projections, if used, could yield future vulnerabilities tied to an undersupply of 
space. Based on the forecast used incremental population growth is 497, with Squamish 
resulting in a declining growth rate overtime from 2.2% in 2020 to 1.7% in 2041.  

 

Limitations resulting in reduced model accuracy include: 

• This analysis focusses on the Council strategic goal of an increase in local jobs per 
capita year over year by 2022 local employment. Consequently, it does not measure 
the increase in jobs for non-residents. It is assumed, with new firm entrants, 
particularly in priority sectors, non-local employment will be a result.  

• Business Licence compliance is not 100% and impacted the ability to collect accurate 
and complete data on each business; 

• Employment space non-accounted for in inventory;  
o Office space is considered undercounted as mezzanines, some light industrial 

second stories may have been omitted; 
o Medium industrial demand is difficult to quantify using a built space model.  In 

the future forecasted land requirements should be considered in additional to 
employment space for these categories; and 

o Gross floor area measurements are estimates extrapolated from roof areas 
and consequently are prone to some error. 
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Model Scenario 1: Business as Usual 

The initial scenario generated using the model is a ‘Business as Usual’ (BAU) scenario, 
intended to represent expected demand in employment space categories based on the 
projected population growth, household spending, and local and Provincial employment 
trends from Emsi Analyst.  

This projection reflects significant growth for retail space demand, at 104K m2 between 2020 
and 2041. Strong retail demand reflects increasing demand for goods and services as the 
population grows and household spending increases over the timeframe. New demand over 
the same period for office and light industrial are similar at 15.8K m2 and 14.6K m2 

respectively. The growth is considerably lower than that found in the retail category, in part, 
because it reflects growth beginning from a lower initial supply. The growth in the office 
category is projected to be stronger than light industrial, in part, because it reflects expected 
changes due to local employment trends such as increasing employment in specific areas such 
as the high technology and creative industries sector, but also because it reflects increasing 
demand for population and spending services such as medical and financial services. In 
addition, the model reflects lower light industrial demand in response to expectations that 
existing displacement of light industrial by retail and office uses is addressed through 
provision of appropriate built space for these uses, and that a these businesses will relocate 
over the 20 year timeframe. Medium Industrial and heavy industrial space is projected to 
share similar demand trajectories; growth in heavy industrial, which in Squamish is currently 
exclusive to Squamish Terminals, reflects projected growth in local employment for the 
transportation category. 

Institutional employment space, dominated by School District 48 facilities, along with the 
hospital, fire department, police station, District facilities, and churches, shows continued 
growth in proportion to population increases. 

 
Table 6. Projected ‘Business as Usual’ Employment Floor Space Demand 

 Floor Space (m2) 

Category  Supply Projected Total Demand 
Demand 
Increase 

  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 2020-2041 
Retail 133,274 139,992 159,156 182,909 208,700 237,319 104,045 
Office 21,083 22,498 25,537 28,999 32,747 36,847 15,764 
Institutional 74,611 79,070 87,467 96,069 104,724 113,477 38,867 
Light Industrial 80,629 83,360 86,594 90,090 92,940 95,219 14,590 
Med Industrial 37,259 39,306 41,312 43,502 45,623 47,756 10,498 
Heavy Industrial 49,883 52,403 54,820 57,118 59,505 61,887 12,004 

  Total 400,312 420,477 458,772 502,529 548,028 596,210 195,768 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 
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Figure 4. Projected ‘Business as Usual’ Employment Floor Space Demand 

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 
 

Table 7. Projected ‘Business as Usual’ Total Employment and Wages 
 Employment and Wages 

Category Estimate Projections 
Demand 
Increase 

  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 2020-2041 
Total Local Employment 

('000) 10.63 10.80 11.47 12.26 13.00 13.74 3.11 
Total Local Wages 

($millions) 454.0 472.9 567.9 679.3 809.0 960.0 505.9 
  Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 
 

Employment within the BAU scenario is projected to increase by 3,110 employees over the 
2020-2041 timeframe, and average approximately 148 incremental jobs per year. Total wages 
in the community are projected to climb by $505.9M during that same period.  

As part of scenario output analysis, staff developed workforce projections from the 
population projections used as model inputs. Workforce projections yielded growth of 45% 
between 2020 and 2041 translating into nearly an additional 6,400 workforce. Total 
employment in 2041 projects local employment to be 13.7K, 5.1K less than the projected 
total workforce. The resulting 5.1K would be the forecasted commuting workforce, 
comprising 27% of the total population, significantly higher than that of the estimated level of 
commuters in 2020 at 18%. 

To determine workforce levels, population forecasts for those 15 years of age and older were 
developed using the share of population 15 years of age and older relative to total population 
as reported as part of the 2016 census. Participation rates from census 2016 were then used 
to calculate the workforce size. Local employed and self-employed workforce projections 
from Emsi Analyst were used for the period 2016 through 2021 and then forecasted to 2041. 
Participation rates and share of population 15 years of age and older relative to total 
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population are not expected to remain constant over this time period and should be 
considered a limitation in modeling future workforce size. 

 

Model Scenarios 2: Sector Action Plan Intention Low  

Through modeling an alternative scenario has been generated which is based on identified 
priority sectors through the District of Squamish’s Sector Action Plan. This scenario represents 
a vision for future demand of employment space based on the successful implementation of 
the Sector Action Plan; in this scenario, zoning regulatory intent would ensure future 
development would meet the need of priority sectors in order to ensure permitted uses and 
built forms are not barriers to successful growth in priority sectors. 

The Sector Action Plan scenario still reflects significant growth in demand for retail space at 
99.3K m2 between 2020 and 2041; however, this demand is slightly lower that the BAU 
scenario, largely due to a redistribution of sector growth in the employment model which 
ultimately reduces retail demand and increases other categories.  

Key differences between this scenario and BAU include higher projected demand for office 
space at 21.8K m2, which represents a 38% increase over BAU projected demand between 
2020 and 2041. Demand for light industrial is also higher at 21.9K m2, representing a 50% 
increase over BAU. Medium industrial demand in the Sector Action Plan scenario shows the 
most significant increase at 25.1K m2, representing a 139% increase over BAU. This significant 
increase in medium industrial space demand can be attributed to specific land use needs of 
identified priority sectors. In this scenario, heavy industrial demand is projected at a 27% 
increase over BAU. Priority sectors influencing incremental demand are predominately 
sectors comprising the Green Economy and Outdoor Recreation themes identified in the 
Squamish Sector Action Plan as target themes for firm and employment growth. Identified 
core and enabling sectors of the local economy, including higher education, tourism and 
transportation, and other employment in the high-tech and creative industries sectors also 
produce incremental demand through increased employment. 

 
Table 8. Projected Sector Action Plan Intention Low Employment Floor Space Demand 

 Floor Space (m2) 

Category  Supply Projected Total Demand 
Demand 
Increase 

  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 2020-2041 
Retail 133,274 139,722 158,977 181,479 205,931 232,551 99,277 
Office 21,083 22,566 26,240 30,972 36,400 42,892 21,809 
Institutional 74,611 79,105 87,771 96,412 105,215 114,053 39,442 
Light Industrial 80,629 83,527 88,642 93,200 97,987 102,568 21,938 
Med Industrial 37,259 39,760 45,334 50,500 56,342 62,355 25,097 
Heavy Industrial 49,883 52,871 57,746 61,447 64,523 66,278 16,395 

Total 400,312 421,540 469,540 519,910 573,781 630,085 229,773 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 
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Figure 5. Projected Sector Action Plan Intention Low Employment Floor Space Demand 

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 

 

Table 9. Projected Sector Action Plan Intention Low Total Employment and Wages 
 Employment and Wages 

Category Estimate Projections Total Change 
  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 2020-2041 

Total Local Employment 
('000) 10.58 10.74 11.65 12.49 13.36 14.23 3.65 

Total Local Wages 
($millions) 454.0 472.8 583.1 718.6 883.5 1,086.2 632.2 

 Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 
 

The increased demand over BAU reflects increased changes in employment (3,651) and wages 
($632.2M). Over the 2020-2041 period, this represents an additional 174 jobs per year, an 
18% increase over the BAU scenario.  

Using the workforce projections described above in the BAU scenario projected local 
employment to be 14.2K, 4.6K less than the projected total workforce. The resulting 4.6K 
would be the forecasted commuting workforce, comprising 24% of the total population, still 
significantly higher than that of the estimated level of commuters in 2020 at 18%. 

 

Model Scenario 3. Sector Action Plan Intention High 

Through modeling, a third scenario has been generated which is also based on identified 
priority sectors through the District of Squamish’s Sector Action Plan. This scenario represents 
a vision for future demand of employment space based on highly successful implementation 
of the Sector Action Plan; in this scenario, zoning regulatory intent would ensure future 
development meets the need of priority sectors in order to ensure permitted uses and built 
forms are not barriers to successful growth in these sectors. 
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This Sector Action Plan scenario still reflects significant growth in demand for retail space at 
103K m2 between 2020 and 2041; however, this demand is still slightly lower that the BAU 
scenario, largely due to a redistribution of sector growth in the employment model which 
ultimately reduces retail demand and increases other categories.  

Key differences between this scenario and BAU include higher projected demand for office 
space at 24.5K m2, which represents a 58% increase over BAU projected demand between 
2020 and 2041. Demand for light industrial is also higher at 29.2K m2, doubling demand over 
BAU. Medium industrial demand in the Sector Action Plan scenario shows the most significant 
increase at 33.9K m2, representing a 223% increase over BAU. This significant increase in 
medium industrial space demand can be attributed to specific land use needs of identified 
priority sectors. In this scenario, heavy industrial demand is projected at a 120% increase over 
BAU.  

Much like scenario two, priority sectors influencing incremental demand are predominately 
sectors comprising the Green Economy and Outdoor Recreation themes identified in the 
Squamish Sector Action Plan as target themes for firm and employment growth. Identified 
core and enabling sectors of the local economy, including higher education, tourism and 
transportation, and other employment in the high-tech and creative industries sectors also 
produce incremental demand through increased employment. 

 
Table 10. Projected Sector Action Plan Intention High Employment Floor Space Demand 

 Floor Space (m2) 

Category  Supply Projected Total Demand 
Demand 
Increase 

  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 2020-2041 
Retail 133,274 139,722 158,977 182,133 207,718 236,231 102,957 

Office 21,083 22,566 26,240 31,304 37,485 45,632 24,550 

Institutional 74,611 79,105 87,771 96,565 105,661 115,037 40,426 

Light Industrial 80,629 83,527 88,642 94,371 101,299 109,801 29,171 

Med Industrial 37,259 39,760 45,334 51,846 60,266 71,116 33,857 

Heavy Industrial 49,883 52,871 57,746 63,218 69,373 76,307 26,424 

Total 400,312 421,540 469,540 525,501 589,727 664,903 264,592 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 
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Figure 6. Projected Sector Action Plan Intention High Employment Floor Space Demand 

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 

 

Table 11. Projected Sector Action Plan Intention High Total Employment and Wages 
 Employment and Wages 

Category Estimate Projections Total Change 
  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 2020-2041 

Total Local Employment 
('000) 10.58 10.74 11.65 12.85 14.37 16.39 5.80 

Total Local Wages 
($millions) 454.0 472.8 583.1 734.7 939.9 1,231.0 776.9 

 Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 
 

This scenario increases local employment to 16.3K by 2041, a 5.8K increase in local 
employment over the timeframe. This would add on average 271 per year between 2020 and 
2041 and would result in a total commuting population of 2.5K or 13% of the total workforce 
population, a significant drop in the number of commuters.  

 

Non-modeled Scenario: Covid-19 Pandemic 

Given that we are currently experiencing the Covid-19 pandemic, it is challenging to 
determine how the BAU and Sector Action Plan scenarios will be affected by the economic 
outcomes of the pandemic. Staff are cognizant of the magnitude of potential impacts the 
pandemic may have on employment space demand; however, it is too early to create 
scenarios based on these impacts. Having said that, the fact that this project has resulted in a 
model under the ownership of the District facilitates ongoing review and adaptation of our 
projections. Had this project been focused on producing an updated Employment Land 
Strategy with results being finalized just as the pandemic began, validity of the results would 
have been questionable, with little to no opportunity to account for new demand levels. In 
contrast, the model provides options to account for new data. Future scenario development 
will be able to account for changes in household income and spending as a result of shifts in 
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employment, changes to the capture rate (income spent in our community vs elsewhere as a 
result of shifting consumer habits), and changes in employment projections. 

 

Relationship to Projected Supply 

In order to assess whether the District of Squamish land base can accommodate the projected 
demand identified in the model, it is necessary to analyze the existing supply of employment 
space in relation to the projected demand. This analysis is outlined below by broad land use 
category.  

Light Industrial Land Use 

In assessing the potential supply of industrial land, it is important to note that, for the 
most part, the industrial land base is a finite resource. Unlike commercial space, which can 
be integrated into residential areas through densification and redevelopment, industrial 
activities can be displaced by expansion of residential development or competition due to 
lack of space supply for other uses. To preclude negative outcomes for the industrial 
sector is it critical to identify sufficient industrial capacity for the duration of the projected 
timeframe. 

Light Industrial Land Supply 

An inventory of the existing land base zoned/designated for light industrial use indicates 
that, of the 66.41 ha of land zoned/designated for light industrial use, 39% (25.85 ha) 
remains undeveloped and 10% (6.42 ha) is presently developed at a very low density 
(underdeveloped) which may be available for higher density industrial development. Of 
the undeveloped and underdeveloped light industrial land, 7.99 ha is currently the focus 
of some form of development application, primarily development permit or building 
permit applications, and to a lesser extent, pre-application meeting requests. 

 

Table 12. Light Industrial Land Supply (ha): Community Wide 
Light Industrial Land Supply (ha): Community Wide 

  All Light Industrial Development Proposals 

Developed 34.14   
Underdeveloped 6.42 2.49 
Undeveloped 25.85 5.50 

Total 66.41 7.99 
Source: District of Squamish Employment Inventory 

 

For context, 95% of the developed land and 60% of the undeveloped land is located in the 
Business Park, with the balance of undeveloped light industrial zoned or designated land 
found at Oceanfront Squamish and Paco Road. Some areas currently zoned light industrial 
but designated in the OCP for other land uses have been excluded, the most notable 
example is the Downtown South area which is zoned light industrial but is designated 
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Mixed Employment and is consequently more aligned with Mixed Use District (MUD) 
zones. While MUD zones do support light industrial activities, they are not considered 
industrial zones in this analysis due to the range of additional permitted uses. Of the 
undeveloped and underdeveloped light industrial land, 7.18 ha is currently the focus of 
some form of development application. 

 
Table 13. Light Industrial Land Supply (ha): Business Park 

Light Industrial Land Supply (ha): Business Park 

  All Light Industrial Development Proposals 

Developed 32.44   
Underdeveloped 4.17 2.49 
Undeveloped 15.58 4.69 

Total 52.18 7.18 
    Source: District of Squamish Employment Inventory 

 

Light Industrial Development Density 

In order to estimate the ability of the undeveloped light industrial land to absorb the 
projected demand, it is necessary to translate the land into potential built space. This 
necessitates analysis of industrial floor area ratios (FARs), made possible through the 
recently completed land use inventory. Historic FAR for light industrial development 
ranges from 0.19 – 0.51 depending on the zone; when averaged across the entire 
community the existing light industrial FAR is 0.26. However, a review of currently 
proposed Business Park light industrial development projects, most of which are either 
currently in the development permit or building permit stage, indicates a range for the 
majority of projects from 0.40 to 0.62 with average FAR being 0.49. This average FAR is 
considered a more realistic assumed density for future light industrial development as it 
reflects contemporary market demand and regulatory requirements.  

 
Table 14. Average Industrial Floor Area Ratio by Zone and Areas 

Average Industrial Floor Area Ratio by Zone 
I-1 Light Industrial 0.19 
I-4 Used Goods Industrial 0.18 
I-8 Specialized Industrial Business (Solterra Business Park) 0.51 
I-10 Light Industrial Small Lot (Paco) 0.28 
I-11 Business Park Industrial 0.28 

Average Light Industrial Floor Area Ratio Areas 
Community Wide Light Industrial Average 0.26 
Proposed Business Park Development 0.49 

Source: District of Squamish Employment Inventory & Analysis 

 

Light Industrial Development Capacity 
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Applying the FAR of 0.49 to the community wide undeveloped light industrial land base of 
25.85 ha results in potential additional light industrial built space of 126.7K m2. Combined 
with the existing light industrial built stock results in a total light industrial capacity of 
207.3K m2. Note that this figure does not include additional space that could be gained 
through the redevelopment of existing underdeveloped light industrial land, which would 
further increase the estimated total capacity. 

 
Table 15. Projected Light Industrial Demand and Capacity Floor Space (m2) 

 Projected Light Industrial Demand and Capacity 
Floor Space (m2) 

 2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 

BAU Demand 80,629 83,360 86,594 90,090 92,940 95,219 

Sector Demand Low 80,629 83,527 88,642 93,200 97,987 102,568 

Sector Demand High 80,629 83,527 88,642 94,371 101,299 109,807 

Total Capacity 207,294 207,294 207,294 207,294 207,294 207,294 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 

Figure 7. Light Industrial Demand and Capacity 

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 

This analysis suggests that there is ample capacity of land zoned/designated light 
industrial to meet the projected demand for light industrial built space out to 2041 for all 
three scenarios, and confirms findings from the 2015 Employment Land Strategy. It should 
also be noted that this density predominantly reflects built forms with a single story of 
industrial workspace and contemporary parking requirements. To date Squamish has seen 
very few multi story light industrial development proposals beyond self-storage and the 
integration of office space into mezzanines and second stories. Should this development 
form become more widely adopted, it would increase potential supply. If, at some point in 
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the future additional land is required for light industrial development, a potential source 
for this land use is the Cheekeye Fan. Additional detail about this possibility is outlined in 
the Medium Industrial Development Capacity. 

Light Industrial Projected Near Term Supply 

Despite the ample supply of light industrial land, the current situation reflects a different 
reality for businesses looking for light industrial space. This issue is articulated in the 
inventory in two ways, first the vacancy rate for light industrial space was identified as 
effectively 0%; a vacancy rate this low indicates facilities are not available for new or 
growing business. The model is built on the assumption of a target vacancy rate of 4%, a 
rate that includes stock that accommodates business growth. In addition, the inventory 
indicates that of the 80.6K m2 of existing light industrial space, 16.3K m2 or 20% of this 
supply is currently displaced by other land uses, primarily retail and to a lesser extent 
office and institutional uses. These constraints on the light industrial supply indicate that 
the true light industrial demand may in fact be higher than represented in the inventory 
and model, though it is not possible to determine the extent of unrealized light industrial 
demand in the community. Historic low vacancy rates and climbing sale and lease rates in 
the Metro Vancouver industrial market is likely generating potential demand that is not 
being met. 

Presumably, in response to the constrained industrial supply both locally and in the Lower 
Mainland, a large number of light industrial development applications are currently being 
processed by the District. The status of these development applications range from pre-
application through rezoning, development permits to building permits. Staff have 
attempted to identify potential timelines under which this supply might become available 
for occupancy and aggregated this data below as ‘Proposed Supply’. It should be noted 
that there is significant uncertainty around the accuracy of these figures given the 
unknowns around timing and viability of individual projects. These estimates represent 
best-case scenarios; it is likely that actual delivery of these projects will take longer than 
expected.  

These applications encompass all projects with industrial components from tilt up 
construction in the Business Park to more significant projects at Oceanfront Squamish; 
many of these projects have the potential to be modified, delayed or abandoned. 
Regardless, the proposed development provides an indication of the development 
sector’s response to market demand. Combined, the proposed supply that could come on 
line through development applications is 79.7K m2 of industrial space, which represent a 
99% increase over the existing stock, a significant addition to employment space. 
Additional supply is predicted to become available within the next year at a rate that 
slightly exceeds the model’s predicted demand; after 2021, the supply of light industrial 
space continues to grow beyond the projected sector demand from the model. Uptake of 
this supply, should it come to fruition, will provide further insight regarding the existence 
of unmet demand in the market and provide additional data for refining projections of the 
model. As stated earlier, it is possible that unsatisfied demand from Metro Vancouver 
could be displaced to Squamish and result in more significant demand than anticipated by 
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the model. In addition, the model anticipates that retail and office uses which are 
currently displacing light industrial uses migrate to spaces within those categories at a 
slow but steady rate, thereby reducing pressure on light industrial. If this easing of 
displacement does not occur, which seems possible given the limited supply of retail and 
office anticipated in the next 2 to 3 years, light industrial supply might fail to keep pace 
with demand until 2023 or 2024. 

 
Table 16. Projected Light Industrial Capacity, Development and Demand Floor Space (m2) 

 Projected Light Industrial Capacity, Development and Demand 
Floor Space(m2) 

 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Total Capacity 207,294 207,294 207,294 207,294 207,294 207,294 207,294 207,294 

Proposed Supply 80,629 88,068 90,180 110,502 137,932 148,693 152,574 160,378 

Sector Demand Low 80,629 83,527 84,358 85,273 86,348 87,472 88,642 89,261 

Sector Demand High 80,629 83,527 84,358 85,273 86,348 87,472 88,642 89,577 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 

 

Figure 8. Projected Light Industrial Capacity and Demand 

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 

Medium Industrial Land Use 
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Medium Industrial Land Supply 

Analysis of medium industrial demand using the model faces some specific challenges 
given that, first, medium industrial activity often occurs outside of built space, and 
second, the model was in large part structured around projections based on built space. 
Keeping this in mind, an inventory of the existing land base zoned/designated for medium 
industrial use indicates that, of the 128.06 ha of area zoned/designated for medium 
industrial use, 69% (89.25 ha) is developed in some fashion, 7% (8.75 ha) is undeveloped 
and 24% (30.06 ha) is unusable. The developed component includes a range of uses such 
as large unbuilt storage areas, log sorts, aggregate processing and enclosed manufacturing 
facilities with extensive surrounding storage and shipping areas. While some of these 
properties, such as those currently used for storage with minimal or no structures, may be 
suitable for additional medium industrial development and densification of built 
structures, these areas have not been identified as underdeveloped given that many 
medium industrial activities require extensive unbuilt land. The bulk of the undeveloped 
land is found on the western edge of the Business Park along the railroad, with additional 
areas along Loggers Lane and at the entrance to Site B. The unusable land refers to the 
water surface of Howe Sound south of Site B, which is designated for future infill to create 
new industrial land. It should be noted that, of the currently developed medium industrial 
land, 7.57 ha currently used as a log sort along the west shore of Mamquam Blind Channel 
is expected to be converted to residential and mixed use development at some point in 
the future. 

 

Table 17. Community Wide Medium Industrial Land Supply (ha) 
Community Wide Medium Industrial Land Supply (ha) 

Developed 89.25 
Undeveloped 8.75 
Unusable 30.06 

Total 128.06 
Source: District of Squamish Employment Inventory 

 

Medium Industrial Development Density 

Analysis of medium industrial businesses identified within the employment space 
inventory identified the average floor area ratio (FAR) for medium industrial built spaces 
as 0.11. This low density reflects the open space requirements of many of these 
businesses.  

Medium Industrial Development Capacity 

Applying the average FAR to the undeveloped land indicates a potential additional 9,625 
m2 of medium space supply to create a total medium industrial capacity of 46,884 m2. This 
does not include potential additional space that could result from redevelopment of 
existing medium industrial lands or the extension of Site B.  
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Comparison of the identified total capacity to demand projections from the business as 
usual scenario indicate that this supply should be adequate for most of the time frame 
leading out towards 2041, with under supply being identified in the final years of the 
model. However, in comparison to the demand anticipated within the Sector Action Plan 
scenarios, medium industrial demand is predicted to outstrip supply shortly after 2026.  

 

Table 18: Projected Medium Industrial Floor Space Demand (m2) 

 Floor Space (m2) 

Category  Supply Projected Medium Industrial Demand 

  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 

BAU Demand 37,259 39,306 41,312 43,502 45,623 47,756 

Sector Demand Low 37,259 39,760 45,334 50,500 56,342 62,355 

Sector Demand High 37,259 39,760 45,334 51,846 60,266 71,116 

 Total Capacity 46,884 46,884 46,884 46,884 46,884 46,884 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 
 

Figure 9. Projected Medium Industrial Capacity and Demand 

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 

Potential sources of supply to address this unmet demand include completion of infill 
work at Site B and redevelopment of existing low-density medium industrial land, 
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including the BCR Railyards. However, it should be noted that densification of these areas 
may come at the expense of industrial activities which require significant open spaces. 
One additional potential source of medium industrial land is the Cheekeye Fan; 
approximately 218 ha of land on the Cheekeye Fan currently faces significant land use 
constraints due exposure to debris flow hazard. If a mitigation structure is completed that 
enables use of that area there is likely significant opportunity for additional medium 
industrial built space, which could address some of the unmet projected demand. 
However, it is beyond the scope of this project to make assumptions about what uses may 
eventually occur in the Cheekeye Fan, these questions would be more appropriately 
addressed through a future sub area planning process. 

 
Cheekeye Fan Land Constrained by Debris Flow Hazard 

 

Heavy Industrial Land Use 

Built space identified as heavy industrial within the inventory was limited to the large 
facilities at Squamish Terminals. Squamish Terminals in fact shares the same zoning as the 
Medium Industrial category (I-3), but for the purposes of this modeling exercise, it has 
been treated as a separate category, reflecting its unique nature. Additional heavy 
industrial land supply can be found at the former Woodfibre site but a lack of built space 
currently in use by an active business in this location precludes inclusion of that land 
within the model. With this limited land use set, projections of the model in this category 
should be considered with caution. While the projections show incremental growth over 
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time, a reasonable interpretation of this output is that expanded employment in the 
transportation and warehousing category is consistent with Provincial employment 
projections. Future employment opportunities may exist for Squamish that further 
capitalize on shipping opportunities associated with access to ocean and rail 
transportation routes. In such a scenario, the incremental growth projected in the model 
is more likely to be realized as a single event. 

 

Table 19: Projected Heavy Industrial Floor Space Demand (m2) 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 
Retail Land Use 

Retail Development Capacity 

Unlike industrial land use, the supply of land for potential retail use is broad, given the 
possibility of incorporating commercial uses into mixed-use residential redevelopment 
projects. Given this characteristic of retail land use, it is challenging to identify a long-
range total capacity of retail space for the community. Ultimately, it is possible over time 
to transition a broad area of land from strictly residential uses to mixed uses that 
encompass retail space. Furthermore, because it is possible to increase both residential 
and commercial density on mixed use sites, the range of options for potential supply in 
future scenarios can exhibit considerable breadth. Finally, it is also possible to redevelop 
existing commercially zoned land at higher densities, further increasing the range of 
potential retail scenarios. 

A more practical approach to assessing future retail supply is to assess the potential retail 
capacity of undeveloped land currently assigned commercial and mixed use district zoning 
under the existing density regulations. This provides insight into the most readily available 
retail space development opportunities and can provide context to future sub area 
planning and rezoning considerations for other lands. This exercise has made considerable 
easier at the current time given the strong development interest, which has resulted in 
development proposals for almost every available undeveloped commercially zoned 
property in the community. A number of comprehensive development zoned properties 
also have current development applications, which contribute to a more comprehensive 
assessment zoning that support retail activity. These proposals range from pre-application 
through rezoning, development permits and building permits; almost all projects are 
mixed use residential developments. Proposed retail densities in these projects vary. In 

 Floor Space (m2) 

Category  Supply Projected Heavy Industrial Demand 

  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 

BAU Demand 49,883 52,403 54,820 57,118 59,505 61,887 

Sector Demand Low 49,883 52,871 57,746 61,447 64,523 66,278 

Sector Demand High 49,883 52,871 57,746 63,218 69,373 76,309 
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the C-4 zone, the average FAR of the retail component is 0.22, in other commercial zones 
and comprehensive development zones the average FAR of the retail component is 0.11. 
Proposed retail space included in these applications provides a high-level view of readily 
accessible retail capacity that could be added to the existing retail stock. 

The combination of retail in proposed development applications and potential retail in 
undeveloped commercially zoned land results in an additional 72,104 m2 of retail space; 
combining this potential with the existing retail supply results in an ‘Accessible Capacity’ 
of 205,378 m2. This supply is sufficient to meet projected retail demand in both modeled 
scenarios until almost 2036.  

 

Table 20: Projected Retail Industrial Floor Space Demand (m2) 

 Floor Space (m2) 

Category Supply Projected Retail Capacity and Demand 
 2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 

BAU Demand 133,274 139,992 159,156 182,909 208,700 237,319 
Sector Demand 

Low 133,274 139,722 158,977 181,479 205,931 232,551 

Sector Demand 
High 133,274 139,722 158,977 182,133 207,718 236,231 

Accessible 
Capacity 205,378 205,378 205,378 205,378 205,378 205,378 

Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 
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Figure 10. Projected Retail Capacity and Demand 

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 
Future Retail Development Capacity 

Beyond 2036, additional retail demand will need to be addressed through redevelopment 
and integration of retail space into lands that, at present, are not zoned for commercial 
use. This may be achieved through sub area planning that incorporates mixed use 
developments adjacent to existing commercial centres; redevelopment of the Garibaldi 
Estates to expand retail capacity along with residential density is an example of this 
approach that aligns well with OCP commercial land policy. Additional potential future 
retail space could be achieved through zoning changes in Downtown South from light 
industrial zoning to a mixed-use development zone in line with the OCP land use 
designation.  Finally, additional retail capacity could be generated through expansion of 
the size and increased density of neighbourhood node commercial space. The accessible 
capacity outlined in this report reflects neighbourhood node retail space that is either 
existing or proposed in a development application, but does not include capacity from 
speculation on future expansion of these nodes. Combined, these nodes currently 
contribute 11,292 m2 to the accessible capacity. Retail density in existing and proposed 
neighbourhood node development ranges from a FAR of 0.10 to 0.40 with the average at 
0.13. 
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Table 21: Neighbourhood Nodes Floor Space (m2) 

 Floor Space (m2) 
Neighbourhood Nodes Existing Proposed 

Valleycliffe 2660   
Brackendale 2036 193 
Logger's East   4321 
Northyards   224 
University  1858 

Sub Total 4,696 6,596 
Total 11,292 

 

Retail Projected Near Term Supply 

Staff have attempted to identify potential timelines under which proposed retail supply 
might become available for occupancy in the near term and have aggregated this data 
below. As with proposed light industrial developments, it should be noted that there is 
significant uncertainty around the accuracy of these figures given unknowns around 
timing and viability of individual projects, many of these projects could be modified, 
delayed or abandoned. These estimates represent best-case scenarios; it is likely that 
actual delivery of these projects will take longer than expected. 

Combined, the proposed supply that could come online through development 
applications in the next 7 years is 42,714 m2 of retail space, which represent a 32% 
increase over the existing stock. In the best-case scenario, this additional supply is 
predicted to become available at a slower rate than demand is expected to increase for 
the next 3 years. The result of this gap between projected retail demand and estimated 
retail supply is likely to result in low retail vacancy rates, increased pressure on, and 
displacement of light industrial space land uses. In 2024 retail supply is projected to 
surpass retail demand and continue moving forward in that manner. However, the 
significant jump in 2024 does encompass a project with a large retail component; should 
that one specific project be delayed, a persistent undersupply of retail space would be 
projected out to 2027. To address this gap in supply it would be appropriate to work 
towards maximizing the retail components of near term commercial and mixed-use 
development projects in order to close the gap between anticipated supply and projected 
demand. 
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Table 22: Projected Retail Capacity, Development and Demand Floor Space (m2) 

 Projected Retail Capacity, Development and Demand 
Floor Space (m2) 

 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 
Accessible 
Capacity 205,378 205,378 205,378 205,378 205,378 205,378 205,378 205,378 

Proposed 
Development 133,274 137,526 139,739 143,955 158,865 162,380 168,741 175,988 

Sector Demand 
Low 133,274 139,992 143,288 146,726 150,750 154,906 159,156 164,064 

Sector Demand 
High 133,274 139,722 142,811 146,236 150,312 154,568 158,977 163,515 

Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 

Figure 11. Projected Retail Capacity, Development and Demand 

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 
 

Office Land Use 

Office Development Capacity 

Assessing the potential capacity of office space in the community shares the challenges 
associated with determining retail capacity given that office use has the potential to be 
integrated through redevelopment or residential mixed-use development at a broad 
range of density levels. This issue is an even more significant challenge than with retail 
because, unlike retail, which predominantly is constrained to the ground level, office 
space can be built at much higher densities on multiple floors of buildings. While typical 
office space construction in Squamish is limited to second stories in mixed-use buildings, it 
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is common within urban areas to have exclusive multistory office space. The resulting 
potential range of development scenarios, and therefore office capacity, is incredibly 
broad. In addition, to reasonably establish potential capacity within the community it is 
necessary to contemplate the financial viability of what the development market will 
provide. 

To address this challenge staff have focused on reviewing undeveloped land on which 
office space could be incorporated through a future development project. The assessment 
of office potential is informed by the comprehensive set of development applications 
currently under consideration, which cover almost all land zoned for commercial and 
mixed use, as well as several industrial and comprehensive development zones. This 
analysis provides insight into the most readily available space for office development 
within Squamish (‘Accessible Capacity’) while reflecting the financial viability and 
incentives that encourage developers to build office space. For many developments, in 
particular those in the C-4 zone, proposed office space reflects requirements of existing 
zoning, changes to zoning requirements have significant ability to increase or reduce the 
density of office space provided. With existing zoning requirements the average office FAR 
for new development in mixed-use projects, including commercial, industrial, and mixed-
use district zones, is 0.20.  

Following a review of undeveloped commercial land in Squamish and associated 
development applications, a potential 68,036 m2 of built office space has been identified, 
combing this potential with the existing office supply results in an ‘Accessible Capacity’ of 
89,119 m2. While the true development capacity for office space in Squamish is 
dramatically higher, this figure provides a picture of what can be achieved without 
additional regulatory provisions that mandate higher office space density or board 
changes to existing zoning. It should be noted that the accessible capacity does not 
incorporate potential associated with the Downtown South area where the current light 
industrial zoned land is supported for mixed employment in the OCP, nor does it address 
redevelopment of commercial land with existing development. 

The projected demand in both the BAU and Sector Action Plan scenarios falls well within 
the accessible office capacity; there is currently no identified constraints on land available 
for the development of office space. However, it should be noted that these projections 
might underrepresent actual office space demand. Historically, Squamish has supplied a 
low proportion of office space relative to other employment land uses. It is possible that a 
large unmet demand for office space exists, potentially generated by demand from the 
Lower Mainland, which, if supplied, could accommodate significantly more local office 
employment. In addition, one specific vulnerability of the model is incomplete data 
regarding the use of mezzanines and second story space in industrial buildings. This 
weakness likely underrepresents the current office space in use and consequently 
underestimates projections of future office demand. At present, the demand projections 
in the model are not able to account for these factors, as future office space is completed 
and occupied in the coming years, updates to the model could generate different future 
demand scenarios. Regardless, even with a significant increase in demand for office space, 
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there is more than adequate potential capacity to support supply, which would meet this 
demand. 

 

Table 23: Projected Office Capacity and Demand Floor Space (m2) 

 Floor Space (m2) 
Category  Supply Projected Office Capacity and Demand 

  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 
BAU Demand 21,083 22,498 25,537 28,999 32,747 36,847 
Sector Demand 
Low 21,083 22,566 26,240 30,972 36,400 42,892 

Sector Demand 
High 21,083 22,566 26,240 31,304 37,485 45,632 

Accessible Capacity 89,119 89,119 89,119 89,119 89,119 89,119 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 
Figure 12. Projected Office Capacity and Demand 

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 
Office Projected Near Term Supply 

Despite the significant potential capacity for office space in the community, it is 
recognized that there is currently a significant gap between demand and supply for office 
space. This is apparent in the inventory given that 2,713 m2 of office use is currently 
displacing other uses through location in non-office space. This highlighted further by an 
office vacancy rate, which is effectively 0%, resulting in an inability for new business to 
find space or existing businesses to grow. 
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RTC (Employment Space Demand and Industrial Land Supply Model)  

Staff have attempted to identify potential timelines under which proposed office supply 
might become available for occupancy in the near term and aggregated this data below. 
As with proposed light industrial and retail developments, it should be noted that there is 
significant uncertainty around the accuracy of these figures given unknowns around 
timing and viability of individual projects, many of these projects could be modified, 
delayed or abandoned. These estimates represent best-case scenarios; it is likely that 
actual delivery of these projects will take longer than expected. The projects represented 
in this analysis range from pre application to building permits; considerable variation on 
outcome from the proposed development should be expected. 

Combined, the proposed supply that could come on line through development 
applications in the next 7 years is 53,431 m2 of office space, which represent a 253% 
increase over the existing stock. Over the next 7 years, this level of office space 
development significantly outpaces projected demand from the model’s Sector Action 
Plan scenario. However, this supply does not begin to come online in a meaningful way 
until 2023. As such, it is anticipated that available office space supply will be unable to 
meet demand for the coming three years. This is believed to reflect a development 
market response to shortages in office supply, and the delay between identification of a 
supply shortage and the production of that supply. As stated earlier, it is possible that 
unsatisfied demand from Metro Vancouver could be displaced to Squamish and result in 
more significant demand for office space than anticipated by the model. 

 

Table 24: Projected Office Capacity, Development and Demand Floor Space (m2) 
 Projected Office Capacity, Development and Demand 

Floor Space (m2) 
 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 
Accessible 
Capacity 89,119 89,119 89,119 89,119 89,119 89,119 89,119 89,119 

Proposed 
Development 21,083 21,814 21,814 27,733 42,049 48,305 55,917 74,514 

Sector 
Demand Low 21,083 22,566 23,218 23,902 24,649 25,428 26,240 27,264 

Sector 
Demand High 21,083 22,566 23,218 23,902 24,649 25,428 26,240 27,344 

Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 
 
 
Figure 13. Projected Office Capacity, Development and Demand 



 

RTC (Employment Space Demand and Industrial Land Supply Model)  

 
Source: District of Squamish Model Projections & Development Application Data 

 

Institutional Land Use 

Institutional space demand is projected to exhibit steady growth between 2020 and 2041, 
as would be expected with steady population growth. Schools make up the largest 
component of this category and will continue to require additional space as population 
increases. During past engagement with the school board staff related to the Official 
Community Plan, SD48 has indicated that they have sufficient capacity to expand their 
built space for the foreseeable future within their existing land base through densification 
of existing schools. In addition, the school board owns several undeveloped properties, 
which could provide additional capacity as the community grows.  

 

Table 25: Projected Institutional Capacity and Demand Floor Space (m2) 

 Floor Space (m2) 

Category  Supply Projected Institutional Demand 

  2020 2021 2026 2031 2036 2041 

BAU Demand 74,611 79,070 87,467 96,069 104,724 113,477 
Sector Demand 
Low 74,611 79,105 87,771 96,412 105,215 114,053 

Sector Demand 
High 74,611 79,105 87,771 96,565 105,661 115,037 

 Source: District of Squamish Model Projections 
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	Recommendation:
	AND THAT the District of Squamish incorporate feedback received at the April 14, 2020 Special Meeting into the 2020 Zoning Bylaw Update following engagement with Business Park stakeholders.

